
CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS    - FLUORIDES/FLUOROSILICIC 
ACID/SILICOFLUORIDES/HAZARDOUS WASTE AKA ‘WATER 
FLUORIDATION’     
 
Total  (alleged) conflicts of interests and Colgate & Co. of course a wing of dental Schools etc. 
!!!  Absolutely sickening.    Please don’t hesitate to post your comments to give any trusting 
and gullible reader the real truth on hazardous waste poisoning of our water supplies aka 
‘water fluoridation’.   Allegedly  comments were quickly ‘stopped’  when truth started being 
posted ! 
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Leader, Oral Health CRC at University of Melbourne 
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The Conversation provides “””independent“””analysis and commentary from academics and 
researchers. 
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Deakin, Flinders, Griffith, La Trobe, Murdoch, QUT, Swinburne, UniSA, UTAS, UWS and 
VU. 
 
The University of Melbourne Founding Partner of The Conversation. 
 
Full tooth fairy story here:  http://theconversation.edu.au/how-fluoride-in-water-helps-
prevent-tooth-decay-6933  
 
 
 

Australian Government     Australian Institute of Health & Welfare 
Australia’s Dental Generations     The National Survey of Adult Oral Health 2004–06 
Funding sources for the 2004–06 National Survey of Adult Oral Health 

Funding sourced from heavy water fluoridation promoters 

National Health and Medical Research Council, Project Grant #299060 
National Health and Medical Research Council, Project Grant #349514 
National Health and Medical Research Council, Capacity Building Grant #349537 
Australian Government Department of Health and Ageing, Population Health 
Division 
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 
Colgate Oral Care 
Australian Dental Association 
US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Research Participation Program 
http://www.arcpoh.adelaide.edu.au/project/distribution/nsaoh_pdf%20files/nsaoh_report.
pdf  (link now dead)  



 

Response to claims that Townsville’s population have no problems after consuming 
hazardous waste pollutants known as ‘water fluoridation’ since 1965. 

TOWNSVILLE (FLUORIDATED SINCE 1965) RESIDENTS HAVE BEEN 
GUINEA PIGS FOR FLUORIDATION 

Fluoridated for over 40 years, "Townsville residents are admitted at a higher rate than people 
from other parts of Queensland for potentially avoidable conditions including asthma, 
congestive heart failure, convulsions and epilepsy, congestive obstructive pulmonary disease, 
dental conditions (***), ear, nose and throat conditions, and pyelonephritis." 
http://www.health.qld.gov.au/townsville/Documents/executive/e_csp_bgp3_demogr.pdf  

Looking at deaths we find significant problems worthy of more detailed investigation with 
possible/probable links to Fluoride consumption. 

Townsville residents suffer higher death rates than the rest of Queensland for circulatory 
system diseases, ischaemic heart disease, cerebrovascular disease / stroke, chronic lower 
respiratory disease. 

Townsville residents suffer higher death rates than the rest of Queensland for cancer of the 
trachea, bronchus & lung. 

For chronic disease Townsville residents suffer higher rates of musculoskeletal system diseases 
and Diabetes type 2. 

The observation that Townsville residents have poorer dental health than the rest of 
Queensland, according to its Health Department, points to the absurdity and dangers of 
fluoridation. 

Dr Geoff Pain  Victoria 

 ^^^^^^^  

Friday, January 11, 2008    Townsville makes History ...      First Location for Kidney 
Screening Programme in Australia.     
Townsville is set to take its place in history as the first location in Australia to 
undertake a screening program for Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) next month.    
With 1 in 3 Australian adults at increased risk of developing CKD, Townsville residents 
who are in the "high risk" group are able to book in to have a free KEY health check.   
http://spasmodicdysphonia.blogspot.com.au/2008/01/townsville-makes-history.html  
 

• 1.7 million people over the age of 25 had kidney disease  
• Estimated only one quarter of those had been diagnosed  
• Those needing kidney transplants and dialysis to soar 

http://www.news.com.au/breaking-news/m-have-undiagnosed-kidney-
disease/story-e6frfku0-1226368819679  

 
Fluoride and the kidneys      http://www.fluoridealert.org/health/kidney/  
Fluoride toxic  to kidney   http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8602675  



Fluoridation  of community water/kidney disease  
http://ndt.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gfm663v1 

SL - A Bibliography of Scientific Literature on Fluoride    See VII Fluoride & the Kidneys   
http://www.slweb.org/bibliography.html  

International Society for Fluoride Research Inc.  http://www.fluorideresearch.org/  

Recently the past president of the ADAQ (Mr Wong) stated that there are over 100,000 
people waiting for public health dentistry in Australia, over 1000 are in Townsville which has 
been fluoridated since 1965 (because it was a military garrison town), they had 7 dental vans 
working the schools (with permission to treat parents). They have more private dentists per 
capita and they are doing a roaring trade treating tooth decay, and I’m not sure if the military 
have their own dentists and doctors? It’s no wonder that they had .6 of one tooth surface 
“better” teeth than SE Queensland!   

Daryl Holmes a very rich dentist based in Townsville and growing rapidly elsewhere:    
http://www.1300smiles.com.au/press-releases/tag/daryl-holmes     SEE MORE SMILES 
GROW AFTER RECORD YEAR 2009  Listed on Aust. Stock Exchange 2009  

Excerpt: "Holmes's 1300Smiles has 17 multi-dentist surgeries in Queensland (and Tweed 
Heads). It brushed off the economic downturn with a 74 per cent net profit leap to a record 
$3.8 million in the year to June 30, on a 47 per cent revenue surge to $22.4m.    2009  

Dentist brushes away economic downturn    - August 7th, 2009                                              
ONE  Townsville dentist is smiling all the way to the bank.   
http://www.townsvillebulletin.com.au/article/2009/08/07/69395_business.html  

http://www.1300smiles.com.au/townsville-cbd/  

Colin Bishop  & Diane Drayton Buckland  

13 December, 2012 

Some history -  
Institutions Subject to Government Extortion on the Issue of Fluorides W.B. Hartsfield, 
mayor of Atlanta, Georgia, stated in Dental Survey in 1961 that "no school, college or 
independent medical research institution dares to be critical of fluoridation because they 
receive grants from the U.S. Public Health Service. Likewise, no big food, beverage or drug 
company will dare speak critically of fluoride because they are under the supervision of the 
FDA, a branch of the USPHS. That the Food and Drug Administration is a suppressive 
organization is a matter of record.  
Massive Corruption, Collusion and Conflict of Interest The same individuals promoting the 
addition of fluorides to the water supplies also serve on the FDA Dental Products Advisory 
Board. Fluoridation equipment makers, fluoride suppliers, and federal and state health 
department staff serve on the American Water Works Association's "Fluoride Standards 
Board." The American Dental Association, who receives public funds, also receives hundreds 
of thousands of dollars from Proctor and Gamble, Lever Brothers, Colgate, Warner Lambert, 
Johnson & Johnson, and others in the fluoride business.  
Tucson Study Finds Fluoride Promotes Tooth Decay – 1992 
Please read all information: http://afgen.com/fluoridation.html  

 



Regarding funding by corporations who profit from the sale of fluoride products: the largest 
dental research centres in the Southern Hemisphere (situated at the Adelaide 
University) is fully funded by Colgates. It is people associated with this centre 
(first name 'Colgates') who have, in the past, heavily promoted water 
fluoridation. But if you read some of the Australian dental research ouf of the University of 
Adelaide, you can find words to the effect that the researchers couldn't determine whether any 
benefit to teeth was from fluoridated water or fluoridated toothpaste. The researchers are 
having two-bob each way: say it's toothpaste and they lose the plot when it comes to 
advocating water fluoridation. Say the benefit is from toothpaste then they shoot themselves 
in the collective foot when it comes to backing water fluoridation. Say they don't know, and 
they keep Colgates and its ilk happy to keep funding pouring in. 

 
News regarding the  disgraceful conflict of interests of VICE-President of British Fluoridation 
Society  from  Doug Cross  UK Councils Against Fluoridation   www.ukcaf.org  
  
The hasty resignation of Andy Burnham from the British Fluoridation Society 
does not signal a retreat over the imposition of water fluoridation. 

Doug Cross   UKCAF   15th June 2009 

The appointment of Andy Burnham, MP, Vice-President of the British Fluoridation Society 
(BFS), as Secretary of State for Health has revealed to the public just how dangerously out of 
touch the Prime Minister has become with public concerns. The revelation of Mr Burnham's 
close relationship with the BFS on Tuesday last, apparently undisclosed in the Parliamentary 
Register of Members' Interests, led to the immediate announcement of his resignation from 
the BFS. 

But he came bouncing back, unapologetic and fighting mad, with an outburst of brazen 
aggression that will surely have shaken any health professional who lives by the ethical code 
underlying the practice of medicine. At the National Health Service Confederation's annual 
conference in Liverpool Mr Burnham said that the Government had been too timid at times 
on the public health agenda, and exhorted the delegates to ignore public opposition to water 
fluoridation, saying “ don’t feel you have to wait for permission to invest in 
prevention . . . Let’s press ahead with fluoridation of water supplies, given the 
clear evidence that it can improve children’s dental health.” 

Website and pdf file available here:-  
http://www.ukcaf.org/a_conflict_of_interest__andy_burnham_quits_bfs.html  
 
 Doug  Cross Environmental Analyst and Forensic Ecologist   Website www.ukcaf.org 
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POLICY AND PRACTICE  

The effective use of fluorides in public health 
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Censored!  The British Fluoridation Society’s attempt to suppress information. 
How the Dental profession and the BFS tried to silence inconvenient evidence.  Doug Cross, 
15 June, 2009.   
http://www.ukcaf.org/censored_the_bfss_attempt_to_suppress_informatio.html  
 
 
UK Government Health Departments fund the British Fluoridation Society .  
http://www.fluoridationfacts.com/news/pressrel/pr001203_006.htm  
 

 
Fluoride, Gingivitis & Oral Cancer  
© 2002 PFPC  
Summary:  
Gingivitis and periodontal disease are the oral diseases requiring most urgent intervention. 
Over 90% of the U.S. population over 13 is affected. Strong links have been made to heart 
disease and low birth weight and infant mortality. For heart disease the association with 
gingivitis is stronger than the one for smoking or high cholesterol. As heart disease is the #1 
killer in the US, many efforts are undertaken to reduce this alarming figure. In Canada large 
pictures of a diseased heart are placed on cigarette packs alerting to the fact that smoking 
causes heart disease.  
It is of great importance that warning labels and pictures of periodontal disease, oral cancer, 
diseased hearts, pituitary and thyroid glands, as well as Alzheimer's brains - just to name a few 
- are placed on all oral care products containing fluoride.  
Why? 
 
Patents by the pharmaceutical company Sepracor disclose that concentrations of fluorides 
from fluoridated toothpastes and mouthwashes activate G proteins in the oral cavity, thereby 
promoting gingivitis and periodontitis, as well as oral cancer. Incomprehensibly, this vital 
information is being withheld from the public by all parties involved, including the company, 
at least two well-known Universities, and numerous oral disease experts. THIS INCLUDES 
A MUCH-DECORATED ADA SCIENTIST WHO WAS INVOLVED IN SETTING 
THE CDC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FLUORIDE INTAKE IN CHILDREN, 
SERVED AS HEAD OF A FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 
SUBCOMMITTEE THAT DECIDES WHICH DENTAL PRODUCTS TO MAKE 
AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC, AND WHO CHAIRED THE PANEL ON SAFE USE 
OF FLUORIDE FOR THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL . (CDC, 2001)  
 



http://www.npwa.org.uk/index.php?view=article&catid=37%253Ato-be-
categorised&id=96%253Aa-bombshell-to-stop-
fluoridation&option=com_content&Itemid=92  
 
 

 
Suppression of data documenting fluoride's adverse health effects and lack of benefit is wide-
spread  
 
Scientists and professionals have been persecuted, censorsed, or harassed when they oppose 
water fluoridation.  
 
Unfortunately, fluoride toxicity has been a "faut pas" for many years, and anybody discussing 
this topic would be suspected to belong to the antifluoridation movement. Thus, the recently 
published Environmental Health Criteria 36 on Fluorine and Fluorides (WHO, 1989) only 
superficially discusses chronic toxicity, while beneficial effects and safety margins are dealt 
with in detail. As Temporary Adviser I was present at most of the Task Group meeting when 
the document was finalized. In accordance with the official fluoridation policy, information 
which could cast any doubt on the advantage of fluoride supplements was left out by the Task 
Group. Unless 1 had been present myself, I would have found it hard to believe. Thus, I am 
pleased that you have taken a personal interest in the problems of chronic fluoride toxicity.  
Philippe Granjean, M.D.  
Professor  
 
Source: http://fluoridation.com/censor.htm  
 
 

 
 
AUSTRALIA - FLUORIDATED TOOTHPASTE:- 
AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT DID THIS -  ALL S5 POISON LABELS ON 
FLUORIDE TOOTHPASTE were removed, not for your health reason, no, it was to help 
commercial SALES that superceded the health and rightful Government protection of 
Australian people. 
Full document here:   
http://home.vicnet.net.au/~fluoride/2005/scientific_foibles_of_fluoride.htm  
 
 

 
 
DENNIS STEVENSON IS A FORMER PARLIAMENTARIAN AND MEMBER OF 
THE ACT LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 'FLUORIDATION INQUIRY' (1989-91). 
The majority of inquiry members would not report the scientific, medical, dental and court 
evidence received in worldwide submissions proving that fluoridation causes disease, deaths, 
tooth decay and is useless and environmentally destructive. Dennis put this evidence in a 177 
page Dissenting Report, part of this major government report, but longer than the 131 page 
section which attempted to suppress the evidence.  
http://www.americanchronicle.com/articles/33574 
 
 
CORRUPTION & CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS  http://afgen.com/fluoridation.html 
 
 



REVOLVING DOOR  INDUSTRIES & 
GOVERNMENT  http://rense.com/general45/bll.htm 
 
 
 
FLUORIDE-GATE cover-up      
http://www.juneauempire.com/stories/011508/opi_20080115024.shtml 
 
 
50 Reasons to Oppose Fluoridation http://www.fluoridealert.org/articles/50-reasons/  
 

 
 
 

THE STRONG EVIDENCE AGAINST THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF THE 
PRACTICE OF FLUORIDATING PUBLIC WATER SUPPLIES CONTINUES TO BE 
IGNORED BY THOSE CHARGED WITH THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR PUBLIC 
HEALTH MEASURES. The disingenuous actions of some scientist advocates of fluoridation 
and the general antipathy of science journals toward open examination of the subject raises 
serious questions regarding the objectivity constantly proclaimed for science. Perhaps the 
weight of evidence cited by proponents refers to the physical weight of the endorsements and 
not to a preponderance of scientific evidence. 

* Reprinted with permission, from American Laboratory, volume 12, number 9, page 10, 1980 by 
International Scientific Communications, Inc. 

Full document:  http://www.rethinkingcancer.org/resources/magazine-articles/6_3-
4/fluoridation.php 

 

 

HOW BERNAYS DUPED US INTO FLUORIDATION! 

Poison is Treatment: The Campaign to Fluoridate America by Professor  James F.  Tracy 

Global Research, June 23, 2012 

 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=31568 

  

The wide scale US acceptance of fluoride-related compounds in drinking water and a wide 



variety of consumer products over the past half century is a textbook case of social engineering 
orchestrated by Sigmund Freud's nephew and the “father of public relations” Edward L. 
Bernays. The episode is instructive, for it suggests the tremendous capacity of powerful 
interests to reshape the social environment, thereby prompting individuals to unwarily think 
and act in ways that are often harmful to themselves and their loved ones. The example is 
especially pertinent today as Western governments withhold data and utilize propaganda 
techniques to suppress knowledge of new technologies and life- threatening disasters such as 
the still-unfolding nuclear breakdown in Fukushima. 

Today the battle over water fluoridation remains obscured in caricature and falsification often 
perpetuated by the mainstream press itself. The potential for popular myth to eclipse 
historical fact is greatly accelerated when the political and informational pillars of civilization 
actively support such distortions. For example, a recent New York Times editorial points to “that 
cold war paranoia about fluoridation in drinking water [sic].” Citing the Center for Disease 
Control’s claim that fluoridation is one of the top accomplishments in public health over the 
past century, the Times evokes fluoride’s difficult struggle with purportedly uninformed 
segments of the public. “Critics no longer contend that fluoridation is a Communist plot. 
Instead, they express concerns about the costs involved, improper government control over a 
personal decision, and potential health dangers.”[1] 

The refrain is familiar throughout a corporate-controlled media that unquestioningly 
amplifies the pronouncements of government agencies concerning fluoride's alleged safety and 
value for dental health. Having been seemingly vetted and upheld by the newspaper of record 
and its counterparts, such sweeping declarations are seldom interrogated further by readers, 
much less the broader public. 

In fact, sodium fluoride is a dangerous poison and has been a primary active ingredient in a 
wide variety of insecticides and fungicides.[2] The substance bioaccumulates in mammals, has 
been linked to dulled intellect in children [3] and is a cause of increased bone fractures and 
osteosarcoma. Further,recent studies indicate that fluoride's role in preventing cavities 
through ingestion [4] or even topically [5] is close to non-existent. 

Metal Industry's Pollution Liability 

Historical evidence indicates how the many concerns over water fluoridation were wholly 
warranted. Indeed, fluoridating the nation’s water supply one locality at a time appears to 
have been a carefully coordinated plan that sought to shield major aluminum and steel 
producers from the countless liabilities caused by the substantial fluorine pollution their plants 
generated. This pollution increased alongside stepped-up military aircraft and armaments 
manufacture during World War Two. The steel factories in California and Utah, and 
aluminum producing plants in Washington and Oregon, generated fluorine- saturated air that 
inevitably poisoned livestock, crops, and farming families. 

In the postwar era $30 million in damage suits were filed in Provo, Utah alone, with metal 
manufacturers paying $4.5 million to settle out of court. Thus American industrial interests 
were the chief forces behind water fluoridation, not because of greed or altruism, but rather 
through fear of continued and potentially increased pollution liability as the Second World 
War drew to a close and the Cold War began. This was the conclusion of Dr. F. B. Exner, a 
steadfast public health advocate and opponent of water fluoridation, who observed that at the 
turn of the century 

“the very existence of the smelter industry, both in Germany and Great Britain, was 
threatened by successful suits for fluorine damage and by burdensome laws and regulations. 
Today that same threat hangs over the bulk of American big-industry; and fluoridation offers 
both camouflage and scapegoat. Hence the relentless and uncompromising drive for universal 



fluoridation.”[6] 

In a discerning 1955 essay Exner points to the unusual absence of research on fluorine in US 
medical literature beginning in the late 1930s, whereas “the foreign medical literature has 
contained hundreds of articles on a wide variety of troubles that can be caused by fluorine. 
The same was true of the veterinary literature in this country. “ 

Exner further points to the apparent strategy behind fluoridation—one that may be occurring 
along similar lines in the Japanese government’s efforts to distribute and incinerate radioactive 
waste from the March 2011 nuclear disaster throughout the archipelago.[7] “There has been 
constant danger," Dr. Exner observed, "that someone would analyze tissues in both high and 
low fluoride areas and find that fluorine poisoning is common [in those residing in high 
areas]. But if every community can be fluoridated there will be no fluorine-free areas for 
comparison.”[8] 

The PR Campaign to Sell Fluoridation 

In the 1930s Edward Bernays was public relations adviser to the Aluminum Company of 
America (Alcoa). Alcoa’s principal attorney, Oscar Ewing, went on to serve in the Truman 
administration from 1947 to 1952 as head of the Federal Security Agency, of which the Public 
Health Service was a part. In that capacity Ewing authorized water fluoridation for the entire 
country in 1950 and enlisted Bernays’ services to promote water fluoridation to the public.[9] 

Still, the campaign to fluoridate the nation’s water supplies took place mainly in individual 
cities and townships, necessitating a sophisticated propaganda campaign to persuade local 
officials to proactively support fluoridation. Bernays recognized New York City as the 
foremost battleground and a particularly valuable tactical prize given the prevalence of liberal 
media outlets. Once the New York press was abuzz about the city’s prospective fluoridation 
other municipalities would be more easily persuaded to form ranks.[10] 

Bernays recalled the fluoridation campaign in which he was involved as merely another 
assignment. “The PR wizard specialized in promoting new ideas and products to the public 
by stressing a claimed health benefit,” explains journalist Christopher Bryson, who 
interviewed Bernays on the fluoride campaign in 1993. 

“’You can get practically any ideas accepted,’ Bernays told me, chuckling. “If doctors are in 
favor, the public is willing to accept it, because a doctor is an authority to most people, 
regardless of how much he knows, or doesn’t know ... By the law of averages, you can usually 
find an individual in any field 

who will be willing to accept new ideas, and the new ideas then infiltrate the others who 
haven’t accepted it.’”[11] 

Yet in the early 1950s, just as Bernays’ was brought on board, public sentiment toward 
fluoridation was clearly on the side of the anti-fluoridationist camp that included leading 
doctors and researchers. Arrayed against those opposing fluoridation were the New York City 
Health Department Commissioner, New York State’s Health Commissioner, the Rockefeller 
Foundation, and the Public Health Service. “All of this intrigues me to no end,” Bernays 
elatedly remarked to the City Health Commissioner, “because it presents challenging 
situations deeply related to the public’s interest which may be solved by the engineering of 
consent.” 

One such approach to prompting public opinion involved correspondence from the city’s 
Health Department to the presidents of the NBC and CBS television networks, informing 
them “that debating fluoridation is like presenting two sides for anti-Catholicism or anti-



Semitism and therefore not in the public interest.” Another method involved laying the 
groundwork for making fluoridation a household term with a scientific patina. He advised his 
clients to send letters to the editors of leading publications discussing what the specific aspects 
of fluoridation required. “We would put out the definition first to the editors of important 
newspapers,” Bernays recalled. “Then we would send a letter to publishers of dictionaries and 
encyclopedias. After six or eight months we would find the word fluoridation was published and 
defined in dictionaries and encyclopedias.”[12] 

In 1957 the Committee to Protect Our Children’s Teeth suddenly emerged to tout 
fluoridation with several celebrity figures on its roster, including Dr. Benjamin Spock, Eleanor 
Roosevelt, Jackie Robinson, and A. Phillip Randolph. Funded by grants from the W. K. 
Kellogg Foundation ($23,350) and the Rockefeller Foundation ($2,500), the Committee’s 
makeup also included major figures from atomic weapons research and manufacturing 
concerns. 

A sleek booklet, Our Children’s Teeth, was ostensibly produced by the Committee and circulated 
throughout the US. Yet it was first utilized by attorneys defending the Reynolds Aluminum 
Company in federal appeals court in Oregon against charges for fluoride injury brought by a 
farming family. The court was reminded by Reynolds' lawyers how Our Children’s Teeth was 
packed with testimonies of “one medical and scientific expert after another, all to the effect 
that fluorides in low concentration (such as are present around aluminum and other industrial 
plants) present no harm to man.”[13] 

The American Journal of Public Health noted how the pamphlet contained no new information on 
water fluoridation, but was rather “designed for presentation to the New York City Board of 
Estimate as a distillate of expert opinion” from scientists and officials involved in promoting 
fluoride. “The statements are concise but extremely quotable," the review read. "This volume 
is, therefore, especially commended to those interested in or engaged in the promotion of 
water fluoridation in their own communities.”[14] 

Our Children’s Teeth referenced 300 members comprising the Committee to Protect Our 
Children’s Teeth. This list appeared alongside two additional lists of 229 “leading American 
Authorities on Nutrition” and 121 of “The Nation’s Foremost Chemists.” In light of the flurry 
of names and titles "[t]he real question,” Dr. Exner remarked, “is why anyone with any self 
respect would permit his name on either list. The names are appended to two statements,” 
Exner continued, “neither of which could be honestly signed by any intelligent layman, much 
less by any scientist who values his scientific reputation.” 

Curious of how the lists were compiled Exner personally wrote each of the chemists listed in 
the publication to inquire “whether he had signed or whether he believed the statement true. 
Some denied signing. Some had signed without reading. Some had signed knowing the 
statement to be false but because they thought fluoridation so desirable that any means were 
justified.”[15] 

Exner further found that of the 360 “chemists” and “authorities on nutrition” listed in the 
brochure, 201 worked for 87 institutions including universities that received over $151 million 
in grants. In the late 1950s a majority of such grants originated from the foremost proponent 
of water fluoridation--the Public Health Service. Another major recipient of PHS funding was 
the American Dental Association (ADA). Exner's research and data proved to be especially 
valuable in lawsuits brought against the 

industry and fluoridation proponents. In 1978, shortly after his death, all of his files were lost 
in an unusual fire.[16] 

As the pro-fluoridation propaganda campaign grew to a crescendo in the late 1950s a 



collaborative surveillance campaign targeting anti-fluoridationists was undertaken by the 
PHS, the ADA, and the American Water Works Association. The National Fluoridation 
Information Service of the Division of Dental Health of the US Public Health Service, an 
intelligence-gathering setup operating out of the PHS-controlled National Institutes of Health, 
was formally established to monitor and create databases on fluoridation critics in the medical 
professions. Fluoride heretics were subject to flailing in the press or outright expulsion from 
their professional organizations.[17] 

Fluoridation was finally launched in New York City in 1965 apart from popular referendum 
and in the face of continued opposition by handing the choice to the municipality’s five-
member Board of Estimate. Behind the final effort to fluoridate were Mary and Albert Lasker. 
The former was involved in the Committee to Protect Our Children’s Teeth and the latter an 
advertising executive and associate of Bernays who helped American Tobacco Company 
make Lucky Strikes America’s best-selling cigarettes. The Laskers held an exclusive cocktail 
party to celebrate the victory, with guests including New York Mayor Robert Wagner and 
members of the Board of Estimate and City Council. 

The anti-fluoride Association for the Protection of Our Water Supply condemned the 
undemocratic process as “government by cocktails.” “Here is a private one-sided hearing on 
the most controversial subject,” the organization’s press release read, “in a meeting by officials 
in an ex cathedra session. Where does it leave the masses of citizens opposed to 
fluoridation?”[18] 

When the Committee to Protect Our Children’s Teeth was formed in 1957 only 5% of US 
water supplies were fluoridated. Following the massive public relations campaign that paved 
the way for fluoridating New York City’s water over 60% of water across the US was 
eventually fluoridated. At present over two-thirds of the US population drinks fluoridated 
water [19] with close to the entire population consuming fluoride through foods and 
beverages processed using such water. [20] 

Maintaining the Fluoride Status Quo 

When new scientific studies emerged suggesting fluoride’s dangers to human health the PHS 
hastily appointed a commission of veteran pro-fluoride figures that proceed to shelve any new 
conclusions and reinforce the status quo. In 1983 when an unusual PHS-assembled panel 
consisting of less induced scientists discovered that the government’s own research upholding 
fluoride’s safety was almost non- existent, a recommendation of caution was handed down 
emphasizing particular attention to children's exposure. 

Surgeon General C. Everett Koop’s office issued its official report a month later omitting the 
committee’s most significant opinions and recommendations. The panel members “expressed 
surprise at their report's conclusions: They never received copies of the final—altered—
version.” Countering the committee’s advice that drinking water should contain no more than 
1.4-2.4 parts per million (ppm) for children under 10, the government inserted a statement 
asserting: “There exists no directly applicable scientific documentation of adverse medical 
effects of fluoride below 8 ppm.” Based on Koop’s final doctored report the Environmental 
Protection Agency raised the amount of allowable fluoride in drinking water from 2 to 4 ppm 
for children and adults.[21] 

Today sodium fluoride per se is used in less than 10% of fluoridated water systems. In its 
place are the fluoride variants sodium silica fluoride or fluorisilic acid, more commonly known 
as silicofluorides (SIFs). In 2001 researchers found that SIFs may cause a higher absorption of 
lead in children and decrease cholinesterase, an enzyme necessary for the regulation of 
neurotransmitters. Neither the Environmental Protection Agency, the Food and Drug 
Administration, or any other regulatory agency to date has researched the long term internal 



effects of consuming fluorisilic acid, a by product of the phosphate fertilizer industry that is 
now the predominant stand-in for sodium fluoride given its relative low-cost.[22] 

What is known, however, is that undiluted fluorisilic acid is an extremely dangerous and 
corrosive substance. In 1994, for instance, 4,500 gallons of the element were released in 
Volusia County Florida when a tanker truck carrying the load lost a set of wheels on Interstate 
4. The spill sent 47 people to 

hospital, prompted the evacuation of 2,300 more, and closed the highway for two days. 
Onlookers experienced “breathing trouble or a burning sensation on their skin.” Motorists 
that drove through the spill were advised that their cars must be professionally 
decontaminated because “the chemical will dissolve in water, evaporate and cause respiratory 
problems to anyone nearby.”[23] 

Conclusion 

In a world made increasingly uncertain by government and corporate engineers of reality and 
consent, the bureaucratic and scientific class' responsiveness to the public welfare is illusory. 
The case of water fluoridation provides a compelling example of a plan to deceive and 
propagandize the masses. A full decade before President Eisenhower's warning of "a 
permanent armaments industry of vast proportions," the fluoridation of America's water 
supplies was already in full play with the hidden foreknowledge among those in high places 
that such a campaign would almost certainly lead to the endangerment of public health for 
many generations to come. 

Water fluoridation is banned in many Scandinavian and European nations.[24] Yet it persists 
in the US, Canada, Australia, and numerous other countries throughout the world. The 
practice is sustained to a significant degree by the widely held myth Bernays designed and 
brought forth, by affirmative medical and regulatory authorities, and perhaps above all by a 
routinely unskeptical and compliant press. Not unlike the contradictory premises upon which 
psycho-social existence was predicated in Orwell's 1984- -ignorance is strength, war is peace, 
freedom is slavery--in the case of the West's 60-plus year experiment with fluoridation, poison 
is treatment. 
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FLUORIDE, GINGIVITIS & ORAL CANCER  
© 2002 PFPC  
Summary:  
Gingivitis and periodontal disease are the oral diseases requiring most urgent intervention. 
Over 90% of the U.S. population over 13 is affected. Strong links have been made to heart 
disease and low birth weight and infant mortality. For heart disease the association with 
gingivitis is stronger than the one for smoking or high cholesterol. As heart disease is the #1 
killer in the US, many efforts are undertaken to reduce this alarming figure. In Canada large 
pictures of a diseased heart are placed on cigarette packs alerting to the fact that smoking 
causes heart disease.  
It is of great importance that warning labels and pictures of periodontal disease, oral cancer, 
diseased hearts, pituitary and thyroid glands, as well as Alzheimer's brains - just to name a few 
- are placed on all oral care products containing fluoride.  
Why?  

Patents by the pharmaceutical company Sepracor disclose that concentrations of fluorides 
from fluoridated toothpastes and mouthwashes activate G proteins in the oral cavity, thereby 
promoting gingivitis and periodontitis, as well as oral cancer. Incomprehensibly, this 
vital information is being withheld from the public by all parties involved, 
including the company, at least two well-known Universities, and numerous 
oral disease experts. This includes a much-decorated ADA scientist who was 
involved in setting the CDC recommendations for fluoride intake in children, 
served as head of a Food and Drug Administration subcommittee that decides 
which dental products to make available to the public, and who chaired the 
panel on safe use of fluoride for the Centers for Disease Control . (CDC, 2001)  
 
http://www.npwa.org.uk/index.php?view=article&catid=37%253Ato-be-
categorised&id=96%253Aa-bombshell-to-stop-
fluoridation&option=com_content&Itemid=92   

 

 

FLUORIDATION: A HORROR STORY   

By Wade Frazier 

Brief extract:   In the fluoridation issue, the same conflicts of interest and corruption that 
pervade organized medicine are clearly seen.  The AMA has never has had much to do with 
promoting the public’s well being, instead promoting cigarettes and helping to cover up health 
disasters.  That dynamic can also be found in the American Dental Association (ADA), where 
its financial relationship with candy companies is similar to the relationship the AMA had for 
generations with the tobacco interests.  In 1995, the ADA received 15% of its money from 
trade groups such as the Sugar Association, Coca-Cola, and M & M.  The ADA actively 
promotes compulsory fluoridation.  The ADA was also guilty of stating that the ACLU 



endorsed fluoridation when it in fact did not.[34]  Since 1993, the ADA has had to drop 
many organizations from its list of fluoridation supporters, including the EPA.[35]   

http://www.ahealedplanet.net/fluoride.htm  

  

FLUORIDE DAMAGES TEETH Dated 2000 

Much research from many parts of the world has suggested that, far from protecting teeth, 
fluoride actually damages them. One of the largest studies into fluoride levels and dental 
caries ever carried out comes from Japan. In this study, researchers at Tokyo Medical and 
Dental University examined the teeth of 20,000 students and showed clearly that they had 
been harmed by fluoride.  

And now, as I write this in 2000, THE GOVERNMENT-FUNDED BRITISH 
FLUORIDATION SOCIETY is actively lobbying for a change in the law here to compel 
water companies to fluoridate tap water when Health Authorities demand it.  

Document sourced: http://www.second-opinions.co.uk/fluorideharm.html  

 
 
 
THE DENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS IN THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE 
CONTROL (CDC) HAVE COMPLETELY CONTROLLED THE AGENCY'S 
STANCE SUPPORTING WATER FLUORIDATION.   
 

THESE DOCUMENTS VIRTUALLY FORCE YOU TO DESTROY YOUR 
HEALTH  

July 23, 2011  
 

Documents released under the Freedom of Information Act show that since the 
1970's, the dental health professionals in the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 
have completely controlled the agency's stance supporting water 
fluoridation.  No CDC toxicologists, minority health professionals, experts in 
diabetes, or others outside the Oral Health Division had any input into the 
agency's position. 

The documents have drawn attention once again to the CDC's and EPA's 
fluoride safety statements, which appear at odds with current scientific 
knowledge. 

According to the Fluoride Action Network: 

"Law firms are now reviewing old and new documents believed to highlight a pattern of attempts to curtail 
discussions on fluoride toxicity and downplay the importance of professionals personally reviewing scientific 
reports about fluorides." 



 

Dr. Mercola's Comments:    

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is part of a larger administrative 
structure that provides intra-agency support and resource sharing for health issues that 
require the input from more than one area of expertise. Other offices that share information 
and expertise with the CDC include the National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and 
Health Promotion, Office of Minority Health and Health Equity, and the Agency for Toxic 
Substances. 

The general assumption has been that the agency utilized a broad range of expert input to 
evaluate fluoride before reaching the decision to support water fluoridation. After all, since 
fluoride is ingested, it stands to reason it may have an impact on your whole body, not just 
your teeth.  

Alas, a recent document obtained through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) tells a 
different tale. 

Dentists have Controlled CDC's Water Fluoridation Stance for over 35 Years… 

In April, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) responded to an FOIA 
request asking for the names and job descriptions of all parties at the CDC who have had 
input into the agency's decision to support water fluoridation.  

As it turns out, ever since the mid-1970's, when fluoridation activities transferred from the 
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) to the CDC under the directorship of 
William Bock, dental health professionals have been the sole body of experts directing the agency's 
stance on water fluoridation. Glaringly absent from this list are... well, any health expert 
outside the Oral Health Division. Apparently, no toxicologist has ever been directly involved 
in the decision process; nor any minority health professionals, or experts on internal medicine 
or diabetes, for example. 

This flies in the face of what the agency claims, and what water-, health- and political leaders 
have believed about the way the CDC operates. Without these additional experts from other 
fields, can we reasonably believe that the agency has properly assessed the research on whole-
body harm from fluoridation? 

"The documentation intensifies focus on the motivations behind CDC's and EPA's fluoride safety statements 
that appear at odds with current scientific knowledge," the Fluoride Action Network says in its press 
release.  

Indeed, the CDC's stance on water fluoridation does seem to be at odds with a now very large 
body of scientific evidence detailing the profound and detrimental impact of fluoride on 
multiple biological functions.  

While the CDC officially claims that "extensive research conducted over the past 60 years has 
shown that fluoridation of public water supplies is safe and effective for all community 
residents," this claim appears to have the flimsiest of foundations.  

According to a 2006 report from the National Research Council, extensive amounts of 
research is inconclusive, or still missing and needs to be conducted to evaluate whole-body 
impact of fluoride… Not only that, but their scientific review also identified research 



suggesting a variety of harmful effects, from skeletal fluorosis, bone fractures, and, potentially, 
even cancer. With that in mind, how can the CDC claim that "extensive research" has 
concluded water fluoridation is safe for ALL community residents, without differentiation 
between infants and adults, the sick or the healthy? 

Water Fluoridation—A Civil Rights Issue 

Water fluoridation has been a civil rights issue from the very start. Just take a look at this 1977 
article in the Harvard Crimson, and you'd think it was written today. Nothing has changed in 
the 34 years since that article was published, except for the emergence of additional research 
supporting fluoride opponents' worst fears. 

Alveda King, niece of civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. has now joined the fight 
against water fluoridation, stating on her blog:  

"This is a civil rights issue… No one should be subjected to drinking fluoride in their water, especially sensitive 
groups like kidney patients and diabetics, babies in their milk formula, or poor families that cannot afford to 
purchase unfluoridated water. Black and Latino families are being disproportionately harmed."  

The reason why certain ethnic minorities may be disproportionately harmed is because 
fluoride's toxicity appears to be exacerbated by: 

• Inadequate nutrition, including lower intakes of iodine and calcium. Certain 
racial groups are more likely to be lactose intolerant than others and may therefore 
consume less dairy (a primary source of calcium) and more water.  
 
Included among these are Central and East Asians, Native Americans, African 
Americans, Southern Indians. Thus these groups may be more heavily exposed to 
fluoride in water and other beverages than are Caucasian Americans, and their 
calcium intakes may be compromised, which may further exacerbate toxicity.  

• Kidney dysfunction and diabetes, which are more prevalent among minorities 
than whites.  

• Inadequate supplies of vitamin C, vitamin D, magnesium, and selenium  

According to CDC statistics, African American mothers are also the least likely to breastfeed 
their infants, compared to other ethnic groups. And while breast milk is very low in fluoride, 
infants fed formula mixed with fluoridated water may receive harmful amounts of fluoride—
as much as 200 times more fluoride than a breastfed baby. 

Two Atlanta Civil Rights leaders, Andrew Young and Reverend Dr. Gerald Durley, recently 
called for the state of Georgia's mandatory water fluoridation law to be repealed, based on the 
fact that it disproportionately harms minorities and the poor. 

In a letter to Georgia state legislators, Rev. Dr. Durley writes,  

"I support the holding of Fluoridegate hearings at the state and national level so we can learn why we haven't 
been openly told that fluorides build up in the body over time, (and) why our government agencies haven't told 
the black community openly that fluorides disproportionately harm black Americans…"  

Dental Fluorosis is Just the Beginning 

Supporting the assessment that water fluoridation may disproportionately harm minorities are 
the statistics showing that dental fluorosis is more prevalent among African American and 
Hispanic children. These groups also have an increased risk for the more severe forms of this 



condition. And while advocates for fluoridation are fond of saying that the characteristic 
mottling of the teeth is "only cosmetic," it might just be the visible tip of the iceberg.  

Dental fluorosis may be an indication that the rest of your body, such as your bones and the 
rest of your organs, including your brain, has been over-exposed to fluoride as well. As Dr. 
Paul Connett, a chemist specializing in environmental chemistry, explained in a previous 
interview: 

"We know that 32 percent of American children have been overexposed to fluoride because you have this telltale 
sign of dental fluorosis, which in its mildest form is little white specs. But when it gets more serious, it affects 
more of the surface of your teeth and it becomes colored; yellow, brown and orange mottling of the teeth …  

The teeth are the window to the bones. If you've seen the damage to the teeth, what damage can you not see?"  

In other words, if fluoride has a detrimental, visual effect on the surface of your teeth, you can 
be virtually guaranteed that it's also damaging something else inside your body, such as your 
bones. Bone is living tissue that is constantly replaced through cellular turnover. It's a finely 
balanced, complicated process. Fluoride has been known to disrupt this process ever since the 
1930s. 

For an extensive listing of scientific studies on fluoride, see this link. Studies into the health 
effects of fluoride have identified a multitude of other health hazards, including: 

Increased lead 
absorption  

Brain damage, 
and lowered IQ  

Lowered thyroid 
function  

Inhibited formation 
of antibodies  

Disrupted synthesis 
of collagen  Arthritis  Genetic damage 

and cell death  
Disrupted immune 
function  

Hyperactivity 
and/or lethargy  

Dementia  Bone cancer 
(osteosarcoma)  

Increased tumor and 
cancer rate  

Muscle disorders  Bone fractures  
Inactivation of 62 
enzymes  

Damaged sperm and 
increased infertility  

Incredible Documentation Indicating Suppression of Safety Information 

According to the Fluoride Action Network: 

"Law firms are now reviewing old and new documents believed to highlight a pattern of attempts to curtail 
discussions on fluoride toxicity and downplay the importance of professionals personally reviewing scientific 
reports about fluorides… One such document is an explosive transcript of a 1951 meeting of state dental 
directors on file at the Library of Congress." 

In this meeting, state dental leaders were told:  

"The question of toxicity is on the same order. Lay off it altogether. Just pass it over. 'We know there is 
absolutely no effect other than reducing tooth decay,' you say, and go on. If it becomes an issue, then you will 
have to take it over, but don't bring it up yourself."  



Additionally, a white paper issued by the American Dental Association in 1979 states:  

"Individual dentists must be convinced that they need not be familiar with scientific reports of laboratory and 
field investigations on fluoridation to be effective participants in the promotion program and that 
nonparticipation is an overt neglect of professional responsibility."  

Fluoride Action Network quotes Daniel G. Stockin, a career public health professional 
opposed to water fluoridation: 

"I think it's pretty clear that the public, the media, and health providers were given soothing talking points about 
fluoridation, and in many cases dissuaded from personally looking at toxicity data.  

How can CDC oral health professionals in a department that has promoted fluoridation for decades be objective, 
let alone competent to assess research and draw conclusions about the toxicity of fluorides on thyroid glands, 
kidneys, and the pineal gland?  

There is a reason we're seeing calls for Fluoridegate investigations. The legal community and the media are 
waking up to this. I believe jurors will see a clear pattern of disinformation, half-truths, misdirection, and 
omission of critical material facts concerning harm from fluoridated drinking water."  

The Role of the EPA in Water Fluoridation  

The CDC isn't the only agency that might be unduly biased.  EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
has declared that achieving Environmental Justice for all Americans is a top priority for her 
agency. Clearly, since fluoride has been shown to disproportionately affect poor and minority 
Americans, the EPA should therefore give special consideration to these groups when 
determining the level of fluoride in drinking water in order for it to be safe for all Americans.  

Unfortunately, the most recent analyses of fluoride by the EPA's Office of Water indicate that 
the EPA is more concerned with protecting the fluoridation program than protecting the 
American people...  

For example, the EPA's newly proposed reference dose for fluoride (the dose of fluoride that is 
supposedly safe for everyone when taken every day and over a lifetime) is based on the dietary 
intake of fluoride recommended by the Institute of Medicine in 1997 to prevent dental caries.  

Since that time, however, it has been well established - and is now widely accepted - that the 
primary action of fluoride on teeth is topical, not systemic. Therefore, since fluoride is not an 
essential element (i.e. not necessary for human health), any dietary recommendations for 
fluoride are illogical and unnecessary, and may do more harm than good.  

So, again, we see a clear disconnect between the latest scientific findings concerning safety 
and the EPA's proposed changes to the reference dose. This reference dose will soon be 
translated to a new Maximum Contaminant Level Goal (MCLG) for fluoride in drinking 
water. If EPA were to evaluate the true science behind fluoride toxicity - free from any 
interference by those promoting fluoridation - the only rational outcome would be an MCLG 
of ZERO, effectively ending the practice of artificial water fluoridation.  

What You Can Do TODAY! 

The Fluoride Action Network has a game plan to END water fluoridation in both Canada 
and the United States. Our fluoride initiative will primarily focus on Canada since 60 percent 
of Canada is already non-fluoridated. If we can get Calgary and the rest of Canada to stop 
fluoridating their water, we believe the U.S. will be forced to follow.  



Please, join the anti-fluoride movement in Canada and United States by contacting the 
representative for your area below. 

Contact Information for Canadian Communities:  

1. If you live in Ontario, Canada, please join the ongoing effort by contacting Diane 
Sprules at diane.sprules@cogeco.ca.  

2. The point-of-contact for Toronto, Canada is Aliss Terpstra. You may email her at 
aliss@nutrimom.ca.  

Contact Information for American Communities:  

We're also going to address three US communities: New York City, Austin, and San Diego:  

1. New York City, NY: The anti-fluoridation movement has a great champion in 
New York City councilor Peter Vallone, Jr. who introduced legislation on January 18 
"prohibiting the addition of fluoride to the water supply." A victory there could signal 
the beginning of the end of fluoridation in the U.S.  
 
If you live in the New York area I beg you to participate in this effort as your 
contribution could have a MAJOR difference. Remember that one person can make 
a difference. 
 
The point person for this area is Carol Kopf, at the New York Coalition Opposed to 
Fluoridation (NYSCOF). Email her at NYSCOF@aol.com . Please contact her if 
you're interested in helping with this effort.  

2. Austin, Texas: Join the effort by contacting Rae Nadler-Olenick at either: 
info@fluoridefreeaustin.com or fluoride.info@yahoo.com, or by regular mail or 
telephone:  

POB 7486 
Austin, Texas 78713 
Phone: (512) 371-3786  

3. San Diego, California: Contact Patty Ducey-Brooks, publisher of the Presidio 
Sentinel at pbrooks936@aol.com.  

In addition, you can: 

• Make a tax-deductible donation to the Fluoride Action Network, to help them fight 
for your rights to fluoride-free food and water.  

• Check out FAN's Action Page, as they are working on multiple fronts to rid our food 
and water supplies of fluoride.  

• For timely updates, join the Fluoride Action Network Facebook page.  

Source:   http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/07/13/hidden-
documents-reveal-cdc-fluoride-support-controlled-by-dentists.aspx  

  
 
Short version: 
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Documents released under the Freedom of Information Act show that since the 
1970's, THE DENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS IN THE CENTERS FOR 
DISEASE CONTROL (CDC) HAVE COMPLETELY CONTROLLED THE 
AGENCY'S STANCE SUPPORTING WATER FLUORIDATION.  No CDC 
toxicologists, minority health professionals, experts in diabetes, or others 
outside the Oral Health Division had any input into the agency's position. 

The documents have drawn attention once again to the CDC's and EPA's 
fluoride safety statements, which appear at odds with current scientific 
knowledge. 

 
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/07/13/hidden-documents-reveal-
cdc-fluoride-support-controlled-by-dentists.aspx 
 
 

From 1997 

Water fluoridation is the ideal solution for industry's fluoride waste disposal problem. Like the 
tall smoke stack introduced a decade earlier, it diverts and disperses pollutants far and wide. 
Chemicals that would cost $7,000 per tanker to dispose of are sold instead to cities at $265 to 
at least $722 per ton. Consequently, the phosphate fertilizer manufacturers invest millions of 
dollars in grants and lobbying of government officials to promote water fluoridation.  
- "Fluoridation: License to Dump Toxic Waste In The Name of Public Health", Health 
Action Network, Fluoride Report No. 4, Jan (1997)  

 

Contaminated with arsenic, lead, barium, cadmium, and mercury, no analyses of fluorosilicic 
acid are performed at the source, and only rudimentary analyses are performed at water 
treatment plants prior to their injection into public water systems. In many artificially 
fluoridated areas, the lead and copper content of the water exceeds EPA/Safe Drinking 
Water Act standards. This occurs because of the caustic nature of fluorosilicic acid and its 
capacity to leach copper and lead from soldered pipe joints and brass fixtures.  
- "Fluoridation: License to Dump Toxic Waste In The Name of Public Health", Health 
Action Network, Fluoride Report No. 4, Jan (1997)  

http://www.just-think-it.com/f-facts.htm  

 

 
It is alleged by many that there is a totally disgraceful incestuous relationship and 
conflicts of interests with those forcing this hazardous waste on the population such as 
CDC /ADA / AMA / BFS/ FDA etc and the greased up revolving doors from industries to 
Government and their interests. See previous postings conflicts of interests. Now this 
Queensland Fluoridation Committee - ditto - this is serious people and the people have to tell 
these water polluters NO MORE will you do this to the people - every Council has to also 
stand up against these criminals chronically poisoning the population and environment and 
we need some damned hard nosed lawyers, barristers to get these criminals to turn off the 
hazardous waste taps aka 'water fluoridation'.  
 
 



QUEENSLAND FLUORIDATION COMMITTEE - Queensland Water Fluoridation Act 
2008 Act No. 12 of 2008  
 
Page 43 Part 7 Queensland Fluoridation Committee  
 
With regard to the hazardous waste poisoning aka 'water fluoridation' of the population of 
Queensland, I still can scarcely believe how they can do it and continue to get away with it 
and the difficulty finding any legal people to join the battle to stop this chronic poisoning of 
the population and our environment, and the fact that the Queensland Fluoridation 
Committee comprises:- 
 
The Chief Health Officer and the Chief Dental Officer and 6 persons (the appointed 
members) appointed by the Minister ie 1 nominated by Australian Medical Association, 1 
nominated by Australian Dental Association, 1 by Local Government Association of 
Queensland with expertise in local government matters, 1 person with expertise in Water 
Engineering, 1 person with expertise in Chemistry or chemical Analysis and 1 person with 
knowledge and experience in an area relevant to the Committee's functions and all evidence 
of harm from world experts continues to be covered up/ignored. 
 
The number of people, groups and organisations vehemently opposed to forced hazardous 
waste poisoning of our drinking water supplies aka 'water fluoridation' and yet this handful 
and a half of 'fluoride mafia' and their intere$t$ continue to get away with this.  
 
 

 

Why Dentists Are Big Political Players 

Why Dentists Are Big Political.player ..": "Wall Street Journal says Dentists Are Big Political 
Players and do all they can to preserve their monopoly." 

They boasted the largest single health-care PAC in 2008, gave nearly $13 million to state and 
local politicians in 2010, raising the question: What do dentists want? Alicia Mundy has 
details on The News Hub. Photo: Reuters. 

http://live.wsj.com/video/why-dentists-are-big-political-players/4ADDACA4-8F50-43D4-
B694-D541A38FBF3A.html#!4ADDACA4-8F50-43D4-B694-D541A38FBF3A  

For some Americans, dental care means a sturdy chair, a fluoride swish, and a free 
toothbrush. But for one in three Americans, it's a nightmare, including astronomical bills, 
crippling credit card debt, panicked visits to the emergency room, and life-threatening disease. 
 
These hardships are chronicled in a new Frontline documentary, Dollars and Dentists, which 
airs tonight on PBS stations. Frontline correspondent Miles O’Brien takes us behind the 
scenes of the documentary that explores America's broken dental system. 
 
Frontline is produced by our partner WGBH. You can find when "Dollars and Dentists" is 
airing on your local PBS station here. 

http://www.thetakeaway.org/2012/jun/26/one-third-americans-cant-afford-
dental-care-says-frontline-documentary-dentists-and-
dollars/?utm_source=sharedUrl&utm_media=metatag&utm_campaign=shared
Url  
 



 
Addition 20th June, 2012 
 
New York State Coalition Opposed to Fluoridation Inc. (NYSCOF) shared a link "Dental 
Crisis in America": "AFTER 67 YEARS OF WATER FLUORIDATION AMERICA IS 
FACING A DENTAL HEALTH CRISIS. The American Dental Association does not 
support this comprehensive legislation introduced by Senator Sanders because it includes 
funding for Dental Therapists which would infringe upon dentistry's lucrative monopoly." 
 

 
Dental Crisis in America   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oaINr51MrM  
 
Senator Sanders discusses the Dental crisis and explains the introduction of the most 
comprehensive Dental care reform legislation in the history of the Unit... 
 
LET ME SAY THAT AGAIN   AFTER 67 YEARS OF WIDESPREAD WATER 
FLUORIDATION AMERICA IS FACING A DENTAL HEALTH CRISIS'.     AND I 
SAY TO YOU ALL, THAT THE SAME DISGRACEFUL SITUATION APPLIES IN 
AUSTRALIA, AFTER WIDESPREAD FLUORIDATION FOR UP TO 50 + YEARS, 
WE ARE IN DENTAL CRISIS ALSO !!!!!!!!!   WATER FLUORIDATION IS NOT SAFE, 
NOT EFFECTIVE AND MUST BE ENDED IMMEDIATELY, PERMANENTLY AND 
IRREVOCABLY.       

Dental Crisis in America - YouTube  
 
After 67 years of water fluoridation foisted upon us by the American Dental Association and 
its constituents groups, a Dental Crisis exists in America.  Senator Sanders introduced 
legislation to remedy this situation which is endorsed by 37 groups but not the ADA because it 
includes funding for Dental Therapists which would infringe upon dentists lucrative 
monopoly.  The ADA prefers fluoridation because it doesn't stop tooth decay and doesn't hurt 
their bottom line.  In fact, dentists are making lots of money covering up fluoride-stained teeth 
with expensive veneers because American children are now over-fluoridated with up to 60% 
affected with dental fluorosis - white spotted, yellow, brown and/or pitted teeth. Veneers cost 
about $1,000.00 a tooth 

POSTED BY  NYS  COF 
 http://fluoridenews.blogspot.com.au/2012/06/dental-crisis-in-america-youtube-after.html                              
 http://www.lateralfood.com/store/index.php?route=common/home  
 http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/opinion/oped/bs-ed-rodricks-dental-  
20120616,0,703738.column?track=rss   
 http://rbtiworld.com/2012/rbti-perspective-on-the-new-hhs-fluoride-rules/ 
 
They never should have poisoned the peoples' water supplies with the dangerously corrosive 
and cumulative hazardous waste fluorosilicic acid/silicofluorides and co-contaminants of lead, 
mercury, arsenic, cadmium, etc.,  (anyone capable of clear thinking would realise this is not 
good for teeth, brain, organs or any part of humans, all life, and our environment) they should 
have always provided access to affordable dental care services for all the population.  End this 
chronic poisoning of the population and our environment by immediately ending all 'water 
fluoridation' programs for all our sakes.  
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



Each and Every Queenslander and Australian may well ask:- 

Can you trust Australian Health Departments,  TGA,  Dental and Medical Lobby (and their 
ties),  the long term corruption/conflicts of interests at the CDC, FDA & their interests  who 
have this death hold on forcing this hazardous waste pollutant on to the population and who 
all  have continued to quote the same old spiel for decades ‘that water fluoridation is safe and 
effective’ – many Researchers, Scientists and others say no you can’t – the ties to industry 
and dental research universities and others  in pushing this hazardous waste pollutant known 
as ‘water fluoridation’ allegedly present the most serious conflicts of interests  as well as long 
term corruption and collusion and the suppression/ridicule/ rejection of the highest quality 
evidence of harm from world experts.  It should be illegal for such statements to be made by 
those vested interests that ‘water fluoridation is safe and effective’ because no evidence of 
safety exists, how could it for the population to be consuming dangerously corrosive 
hazardous waste pollutants in everything they eat and drink and also have to bathe in it?  And 
the evidence of effectiveness is seriously question by those researchers, scientists and others 
and the undeniable fact that USA and Australia are both in dental crisis after 67 years and up 
to 50+ years of ‘water fluoridation’ respectively.   

Safety                     FAIL 

Effectiveness          FAIL  

From Sandy Sanderson,  Queensland, Independent Researcher.                                                                                 
“There is a misconception with some that fluoridation is not medication because it is 
‘preventative’.  According to the TGA’s definition: “Therapeutic goods are broadly defined as 
products for use in humans in connection with: preventing, diagnosing, curing or alleviating a 
disease, ailment, defect or injury.” If you research PubMed published papers you will find the 
definition again:  “Silicofluorides, widely used in water fluoridation, are unlicensed medicinal 
substances, administered to large populations without informed consent or supervision by a 
qualified medical practitioner. Fluoridation fails the test of reliability and specificity, and, 
lacking toxicity testing of silicofluorides, constitutes unlawful medical research.”  

How can they possibly guarantee that it is ‘safe’ when they can’t control dose?  How much 
fluoride can you consume and retain before it reaches toxic levels?  What about people with 
kidney disease, or babies?  Implying there is no limit is unconscionable and irresponsible. 
Fluoridation is not ethical.” 

 

Let’s now  take a look  at Health Canada also,  Shiv Chopra a Chief Scientist with Health 
Canada,  Whisteblower Extraordinaire – wrote the book CORRUPT TO THE CORE  
about Health Canada –  Here is the full account of how Government corruption endangers 
the public food supply and how Dr. Chopra and his colleagues fearlessly continue to “to speak 
truth to power.” Here is also the story of how the elected representatives in both Canada and 
USA are more interested in protecting industrial profits and trade, instead of the public’s 
health.      http://www.kospublishing.com/html/corrupt_to_the_core.html    

 



 
There are Industry Frontmen stacked everywhere and we the population are all in Harm’s 
Way as a result. 

 

 

A Tough Year for Whistleblowers 

                                                                 
  

Professor Brian Martin looks at the risks that whistle 
blowers and honest scientists take to reveal information 
in the public interest.  

In case you missed it in an earlier issue, here's an article about the whistle blower behind 
Sarah's shocking story of forced medicine. Article Here.     Also, Professor Martin identifies 
the recent social phenomenon of mobbing, when organised groups of people attack, abuse, or 
harass individuals in an attempt to suppress information.  

Article Here.   Professor Martin's new paper on the vilification of honest scientists and the 
methods used to stigmatise and humiliate them - often used against dissidents. Shame, 
scientist! Degradation rituals in science.   

In 2013, let's hope the public will appreciate and support those who risk their lives in the 
public interest.  Eve Hillary. 

I will include this as the CDEC, FDA et al are big pushers of ‘water fluoridation’.  
CDC  Advisers on Vaccines Often have Conflicts of Interests 17.12.2009 

WASHINGTON — A new report finds that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
did a poor job of screening medical experts for financial conflicts when it hired them to advise 
the agency on vaccine safety, officials said Thursday.  Most of the experts who served on 
advisory panels in 2007 to evaluate vaccines for flu and cervical cancer had potential conflicts 
that were never resolved, the report said. Some were legally barred from considering the 
issues but did so anyway. 

In the report, expected to be released Friday, Daniel R. Levinson, the inspector general of the 
Department of Health and Human Services, found that the centers failed nearly every time to 
ensure that the experts adequately filled out forms confirming they were not being paid by 
companies with an interest in their decisions.  The report found that 64 percent of the 
advisers had potential conflicts of interest that were never identified or were left unresolved by 
the centers. Thirteen percent failed to have an appropriate conflicts form on file at the agency 
at all, which should have barred their participation in the meetings entirely, Mr. Levinson 
found. And 3 percent voted on matters that ethics officers had already barred them from 

  



considering. The inspector general recommended that the centers do a far better job of 
screening. In a reply, the agency’s new director, Dr. Thomas R. Frieden, agreed. 

Related 

Document: CDC's Ethics Program for Special Government Employees on Federal 
Advisory Committees (pdf)   
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/18/health/policy/18cdc.html?_r=0 

|| 

Vaccine Conflict of Interest    http://www.whale.to/m/quotes9.html       

CDC and Big Pharma, a Clear Conflict of Interest  
http://www.vaccineinjuryhelpcenter.com/cdc-and-big-pharma-a-clear-conflict-of-interest/  

Lawmakers sever ties between CDC and Big Pharma Evelyn Pringle August 21, 2006  - 
Extract:   In the wake of overhauling the FDA, lawmakers are also cracking down on conflicts 
of interest within the Centers for Disease Control. Last month, Representatives, Dr Dave 
Weldon (R-FL), and Carolyn Maloney (D-NY), held a press conference to announce the 
introduction of a bill that would give responsibility for vaccine safety to an independent 
agency within the Department of Health and Human Services, and remove most vaccine 
safety research from the CDC. Specifically, they said on July 26, 2006, the “Vaccine Safety 
and Public Confidence Assurance Act of 2006,” will create an independent office to address, 
investigate, and head off potential safety problems like the use of mercury in vaccines, in an 
objective and non-conflicted office whose sole purpose is vaccine safety and evaluation.  

According to Dr Weldon in a prepared statement, Federal agencies charged with overseeing 
vaccine safety research have failed. They have failed to provide sufficient resources for vaccine 
safety research. They have failed to fund extramural research and they have failed to free 
themselves from conflicts of interest that serve to undermine public confidence in the safety of 
vaccines, he said. 

“The American public deserves better,” Dr Weldon stated, “and increasingly parents and the 
public at large are demanding better.” “There’s an enormous inherent conflict of interest 
within the CDC,” he said, “and if we fail to move vaccine safety to a separate independent 
office, safety issues will remain a low priority and public confidence in vaccines will continue 
to erode.” He said that similar conflicts have been remedied in other federal agencies, but in 
the vaccine program the conflicts persist unchecked. “This bill will provide the independence 
necessary,” Dr Weldon said, “to ensure that vaccine safety research is robust, unbiased, and 
broadly accepted by the public at large.”   https://uniteforlife.wordpress.com/category/cdc/  

Conflict of Interest – Drug Companies, CDC, FDA, Doctors, $$$$          
http://www.vaccinationnews.com/DailyNews/August2001/ConflictInt%2526Vax.htm  

FDA Conflict of Interest in Vaccine Approval Confirmed Feb. 20, 2010  
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n2/health/fda-conflict-of-interest-in-vaccine-approval-
confirmed-30104.html  

Conflicts of Interest etc.  http://www.vaclib.org/toc.htm  

Media Bias and Organised lobby Groups  
http://www.vaccinationdecisions.net/immunisation-updates.php  



 

A Growing Concern: Hazardous Waste in Fertilizer 
This is a story about corruption, collusion and conflicts of interest. About tight-lipped 
regulators, paranoid lawyers, muzzled journalists and federal loopholes big enough to drive 
nuclear waste trucks through. About regular people who have been threatened, harassed and 
shunned because they dared to speak out. Oddly enough, this is a story about fertilizer. 

By Diane Olson Rutter 
First published in Catalyst Magazine, May 2003. Catalyst is a regional magazine based in Salt 
Lake City, Utah 

http://newfarm.rodaleinstitute.org/depts/gleanings/0803/rutter.shtml  

 

Harvard Medical Students Rebel 
Against Pharma-Ties     

Tuesday, 03 March 2009  

Alliance for Human Research Protection 
200 Harvard Medical School STUDENTS are confronting the administration 
demanding an end to pharmaceutical industry influence in the classroom.   
 http://www.ahrp.org/cms/content/view/523/9/  
  
 

RENOWNED CANCER SCIENTIST WAS PAID BY CHEMICAL FIRM FOR 20 
YEARS 

• Sarah Boseley, health editor  
• The Guardian, Friday 8 December 2006  

 
Sir Richard Doll is applauded after receiving the Tyler Award for Environmental 
Achievement in 2003. Photograph: Rene Macura/AP 

A world-famous British scientist failed to disclose that he held a paid consultancy with a 
chemical company for more than 20 years while investigating cancer risks in the industry, the 
Guardian can reveal. 

Sir Richard Doll, the celebrated epidemiologist who established that smoking causes lung 
cancer, was receiving a consultancy fee of $1,500 a day in the mid-1980s from Monsanto, 
then a major chemical company and now better known for its GM crops business. 



While he was being paid by Monsanto, Sir Richard wrote to a royal Australian commission 
investigating the potential cancer-causing properties of Agent Orange, made by Monsanto 
and used by the US in the Vietnam war. Sir Richard said there was no evidence that the 
chemical caused cancer. 

Documents seen by the Guardian reveal that Sir Richard was also paid a £15,000 fee by the 
Chemical Manufacturers Association and two other major companies, Dow Chemicals and 
ICI, for a review that largely cleared vinyl chloride, used in plastics, of any link with cancers 
apart from liver cancer - a conclusion with which the World Health Organisation disagrees. 
Sir Richard's review was used by the manufacturers' trade association to defend the chemical 
for more than a decade. 

The revelations will dismay scientists and other admirers of Sir Richard's pioneering work and 
fuel a rift between the majority who support his view that the evidence shows cancer is a 
product of modern lifestyles and those environmentalists who argue that chemicals and 
pollution must be to blame for soaring cancer rates. 

Yesterday Sir Richard Peto, the Oxford-based epidemiologist who worked closely with him, 
said the allegations came from those who wanted to damage Sir Richard's reputation for their 
own reasons. Sir Richard had always been open about his links with industry and gave all his 
fees to Green College, Oxford, the postgraduate institution he founded, he said. 

Professor John Toy, medical director of Cancer Research UK, which funded much of Sir 
Richard's work, said times had changed and the accusations must be put into context. 
"Richard Doll's lifelong service to public health has saved millions of lives. His pioneering 
work demonstrated the link between smoking and lung cancer and paved the way towards 
current efforts to reduce tobacco's death toll," he said. "In the days he was publishing it was 
not automatic for potential conflicts of interest to be declared in scientific papers." 

But a Swedish professor who believes that some of Sir Richard's work has led to the 
underestimation of the role of chemicals in causing cancers said that transparency was all-
important. "It's OK for any scientist to be a consultant to anybody, but then this should be 
reported in the papers that you publish," said Lennart Hardell of University Hospital, Orebro. 

Sir Richard died last year. Among his papers in the Wellcome Foundation library archive is a 
contract he signed with Monsanto. Dated April 29 1986, it extends for a year the consulting 
agreement that began on May 10 1979 and offers improved terms. "During the one-year 
period of this extension your consulting fee shall be $1,500 per day," it says. 

Monsanto said yesterday it did not know how much work Sir Richard did for the company, 
but said he was an expert witness for Solutia, a chemical business spun off from Monsanto, as 
recently as 2000. 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2006/dec/08/smoking.frontpagenews  
 
 

 
 
ROYAL SOCIETY’S CHIEF CALLED TO RESIGN OVER FLUORIDATION 
REVIEW DEBACLE   http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/GE1210/S00084/royal-societys-
chief-called-to-resign-over-fluoridation.htm   



 
DENTAL DISEASE INCREASES 6-FOLD BY FLUORIDATION   http://www.i-
sis.org.uk/NotoFluoridation.php   
 
FLUORIDATION & HIP  
FRACTURES    http://www.nofluoride.com/Hip_fractures_Lee.cfm  
 
Truth on “water fluoridation” & phosphate 
mining   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEZ15m-D_n8&feature=share          
 
REVOLVING DOOR  INDUSTRIES & 
GOVERNMENT  http://rense.com/general45/bll.htm 

The fertilizer, aluminium & steel industries produce massive quantities of fluoride that used to 
be industrial waste. To save large amounts of money, they came up with the idea of dumping 
this industrial waste into drinking water. Now, instead of having to pay to have the fluoride 
waste hauled away, they are paid to poison us.  http://www.just-think-it.com/no-f.htm    

In my position as Alderman, it is my duty to promote the health, safety and welfare of all our 
residents. Adding fluoride chemicals into our public water supply runs counter to this and 
therefore needs to end."   http://www.endfluoridemilwaukee.blogspot.com/  
 
Water fluoridation is not safe and not effective (as the dental crises in all long time fluoridated 
cities will attest).  The population have been lab rats for decades and this must be stopped 
urgently, permanently and irrevocably for all time for the protection of the long term health 
and safety of the population and our environment.  The drinking water supplies of the 
population are not  hazardous waste disposal areas nor are the populations' kidneys  meant to 
be hazardous waste disposal/filtration units.  It must be stopped. 
  
HUMAN TOXICITY, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT & LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF 
WATER FLUORIDATION here http://www.enviro.ie/risk.html      
FLUORIDE  CAUSES CANCER – Dr John 
Yiamouyiannis    �http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=endscreen&v=SYxLRtu
dYM4 “Our studies show that cancers of the gastrointestinal tract, kidney, bladder, 
breast  and ovaries are those primarily associated with fluoride intake".  John Yiamouyiannis 
PhD, Cancer Control Journal, Vol. 5, no’s1 + 2, p. 75.     
FLUORIDE CAUSES CANCER - Dr. Dean Burk - Former Chief of Cytochemistry at 
National Cancer Institute for 30 years    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClqK7XvfLg0 
FLUORIDE'S LINK TO CANCER - DR. DAVID 
KENNEDY  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=um4baHtxsR4 
FLUORIDE AND CANCER   http://www.fluoridealert.org/health/cancer/index.aspx 
FLUORIDE HEALTH EFECTS DATABASE    http://www.fluoridealert.org/health/ 
FLUORIDE & CANCER http://slweb.org/bibliography.html click on  CANCER link  
http://www.slweb.org/bibliography.html#cancer 
 
IRELAND – FLUORIDE IS CAUSING YOU HIGHER INCIDENCES OF 
PANCREATIC AND PROSTATE CANCER &  MORE CASES OF 
LEUKAEMIA.   Source: http://www.oneworldchronicle.com/?p=5402 
BRAIN DEAD IF YOU STILL THINK ‘WATER FLUORIDATION’ IS A GOOD 
IDEA   http://www.g-tigerclaw.com/Fluoride/fluoride_strategy.htm  
FIREWATER FILM    www.firewaterfilm.com 
An Educational Website about the dangers of dental mercury, mercury free dentist practices, 
and fluoride fraud.    http://www.dentalconfessions.com/ 


